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18 semester hours

I. CORE REQUIREMENTS (6 hours). Choose two courses from below.
   ____ PLS 3410 Fundamentals of Criminal Investigation
   ____ PLS 4440 Methods of Human ID
   ____ PLS 4440 Methods of Crime Scene Investigations
   ____ PLS 4450 Advanced Criminal Investigation

   Approved Substitution ____________

II. SCIENCE REQUIREMENTS (4-5 hours). Choose one course from below.
   ____ ANT 3100/L: Human Structure & Function I
   ____ ANT 3120/L: Human Structure & Function II
   ____ BIO 3100/3110: Clinical Microbiology
   ____ BIO 3120/L: General Microbiology
   ____ CHM 1210/L/R: General Chemistry
   ____ M&I 2200/L: Microbiology of the Human Environment
   ____ PHY 1110/L/R Principles of Physics I
   ____ PHY 2400/L/R: General Physics I

   Approved Substitution ____________

III. ELECTIVES (8-9 hours). Choose three courses from below.
   ____ ART 2070: Photography
   ____ ATH 3200: Medical Anthropology
   ____ ATH 3800: Human Osteology
   ____ ATH 4210: Biomedical Anthropology
   ____ ATH 4300: Death and Dying
   ____ BIO 3710: Forensic DNA Profiling
   ____ COM 1010: Essentials of Public Address
   ____ ENG 3610 Technical Writing
   ____ GEO 3600: Concepts of Geospatial Mapping
   ____ GEO 4430: Geographic Info. Systems
   ____ PLS 3440: Police Procedures
   ____ PLS 4310: Cybercrime
   ____ PSY 2520: Forensic Psychology
   ____ PSY 3210: Cognition and Learning
   ____ SOC 3210: Sociology of Deviant Behavior
   ____ SOC 3700: Criminology
   ____ URS 4280: CJ Organization & Mgmt.
   ____ URS 4420: Public Safety

   Approved Substitution ____________

   TOTAL: ____________

Many of these courses require extra prerequisites beyond the GE sciences.
Please see the CJS advisor(s) for help planning your schedule.
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